OPAS Calendar
The Calendar area of OPAS is used to create and manage your organization’s schedule. The OPAS Calendar
operates much like any standard calendar application – if you are familiar with the Outlook or Google Calendars,
the OPAS Calendar will be very familiar.

Begin by configuring the Calendar. Calendar area settings
are managed via the Edit Preferences menu item at the top
right of the OPAS application. When the Preferences open,
click the right-most Calendar tab and enable the settings:

Calendar Settings

1. Check this box
to enable
drag/drop of
events between
days – click-anddrag an event to
move or copy it
to a new day.
2. Check this box
to enable
drag/drop of
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3.
4.
5.
6.

events within a day in either the Week or Day views to change its start or end
time. The min. field indicates the increment and 15 min. is the recommended
setting.
Have the Calendar open either to the last day you had open, or (when unchecked) to today’s date.
Set the Calendar font. A sans-serif font such as Arial, Arial Narrow or Tahoma
with a size of 7 or 8-pont is recommended.
Either manually or automatically refresh the Calendar to the navigated date
(see below for detail)
Have Calendar Day Text appear on the Calendar

The Calendar Display
Calendar Views
and Navigation

The Calendar provides four views: Year, Month, Week and Day set via the buttons at
the upper right of the Calendar.
Season / Year view - This view fills the screen with the
selected season; alternating months are shown in grey and
white. Each box contains minimal detail about the activity (so
more activities will fit on the screen).
Month view - The screen shows the selected month – alternating months are shown in
grey and white. The box for each activity is larger and shows more detail.
Week view - In this view, days run along the top and time runs down the left side. Each
activity box is larger and shows more detail. Note that you can also open the Week
view by directly clicking a week from the main Calendar screen.
Day view - In this view, the entire screen is a single day. Each box is an activity and
shows the same detail as the Week view.
Each view displays varying levels of data within each box. Navigate using the slider bar
along the right and via the navigation calendar and arrows at the left. The contents of
each activity box can be customized using the calendar definition file (see the Appendix
for details)

Display: Manual
vs. Auto refresh

The Calendar display can now be set to either auto-refresh when a date is selected, or
manually refresh. The default value is to automatically refresh – that is, when a date is
selected on the small navigation calendar in the upper left-hand corner, the main
display automatically goes to that date. The manual refresh setting adds a Go to Date
button that controls the main display.
Choose the Edit Preferences program area as shown above. On the Calendar screen
check or un-check the box labeled Link Date Selection to Calendar.

If the box is checked
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If the box is NOT-checked

Floating your mouse over an Activity or an
Artistic/Planning Period will cause the details of
that item to pop-up. The contents of this ‘pop-up’
can be customized (see the Appendix for
details).

Tool-Tips (or “popups”)

Color Legend

Events in the Calendar are color-coded by any of the items
shown in the drop-down under the Navigation Calendar. Select
any criteria, and the Calendar auto-refreshes to show that
color scheme.

Click any item in the list, and events of that type will be
highlighted in the Calendar.

Calendar Functionality – Moving events
Drag / Drop Events

In each of the Year, Month and Week views you can move an activity by dragging and
dropping it to any other date.
If you try to drop an activity in a location that OPAS cannot detect, the icon on the
dragged event will indicate that OPAS cannot put the activity in this location. Releasing
the mouse while this icon is present will have no effect.
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Copy an activity by holding down the CTRL key while
dragging the activity to a new date (shown at left)
Season/Year and Month views
In the Year and Month view, dragging/dropping an
activity changes only its date, and does not affect the
start or end time.
Week view
In the Week view …
[1] Drag an event up or down within its same day to change the
start and end time and “shift” the activity to earlier or later in the
same day (shown at right).

[2] Drag an event to a new date and – if applicable – up
or down within the target date column to change both
the date and the start / end time.

[3] Drag just the top or bottom border of the activity to alter
only the start or end time, leaving the date unchanged. Times
change by the increment set in the Calendar preferences (see
the first part of this document).

Day view
In the Day view …
[1] Drag an event up or down within its same day to change the start and end time and
“shift” the activity to earlier or later in the same day (see above).
[2] Drag just the top or bottom border of the activity to alter only the start or end time,
leaving the date unchanged. Times change in 15-minute increments (see above).

Moving Activities –
Keystroke
Shortcuts

Moving entire
Projects

Move activities within the Calendar using standard Windows™ keyboard shortcuts:
Select any event / box and…

In additions to the tools outlined above to drag/drop/cut/copy/paste individual events,
OPAS functionality from the Artistic Planning area is also available to move entire
Projects.
Right click
on any activity within the
desired Project to:
[1] Cut all the activities within that Project
on that day
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[2] Copy all the activities within that Project on that day
[3] Cut all activities within the whole Project in that Season
[4] Copy all activities within the whole Project in that Season
After the entire Project has been cut or copied, right-click your mouse
desired target date in the Calendar and paste:

on the

Un-do any erroneous cut-and-paste or drag-and-drop operation by
clicking the undo icon at the top right of the main Calendar display.

Un-Do

Clicking the small drop-down
next to the undo icon brings
up a history of actions so any of them you
select can be un-done.

Calendar Functionality – Adding and Editing events
Opening / Editing
activities

To open any activity, either double-click its box on the Calendar or right-click
choose Edit / Create Activity

and

The selected activity will open in a Dates area
screen – the screen operates exactly like those in
the Dates area, and all Dates area reports are
available.
When finished, click the green OK button in the
lower left corner to save changes and return to the Calendar.

Creating new
Activities

Individual activities are created in the Calendar using any of the standard OPAS tools
and options:
[1] Click any day and then press CRTL+n keys to create a new
activity on that day
[2] Right-click

on any day and choose New from the menu that pops up

[3] Cut / Copy / Paste an existing activity (see above)
[4] Double-click an empty day (box)
All of these methods will create a new Date record using whatever planning level is
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the primary (leftmost) setting in the Calendar (see illustration at the beginning of this
document).

With the Calendar display set as shown above, any new activity
created from the Calendar area will be at Planning Level 2

Creating new
Activities – entire
Project

The Calendar also supports the Create Project from Template functionality. See the
associated how-to guides on creating Project Templates.
on the appropriate beginning
Simply right click
day for your template, and choose the Create
Project from Template option; in this example the
main Subscription concerts (called “Masterworks”)
template starts on a Wednesday:

Fill in the screen, taking care to select the
correct Source project template (the top dropdown). Select the Season only if you are
copying an existing Project from a previous
seasons (most Project Templates are not
associated with a season). Note the dialog
adopts the planning level of the Calendar, and
the date on which you began the function.
Click OK in the lower right-hand corner of the dialog. OPAS drops the pattern of
rehearsals and concerts into place

Artistic / Planning
Periods

Please see the associated how-to guides for details on Artistic / Planning Periods
Artistic Periods can be seen in the
Calendar by clicking the Show Periods
box at the lower left of the navigation
panel. Periods whill display in whatever
color they have been assigned, spanning
the appropriate date range.
The name of the Artistic Period appears in the bar float the mouse cursor over any portion of the bar to
see the details of that period pop up:
Double-click any bar to open the item in the Artistic
Periods area.
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Right-click on any Artistic Period bar to see a context menu. The options on this menu
allow you to cut/copy/paste the period (Artistic Periods do not drag-and-drop), create
a new period or delete an existing one. Clicking Edit/Create will open the item in the
Artistic Periods area.

Appendix – Filters and Definition file
Calendar Filters

The lower left side of the Calendar screen contains filters that dictate which activities
appear on the screen.
Click the filter button
reveal the calendar filters / options.

in the lower right-hand corner of the screen to

Select the items by which the Calendar should
be restricted and click the Search icon in the
lower right-hand corner.
Once a filter has been set, click the Remove
button to restore the Calendar display to all
activities.

Calendar
Definition File

The settings for the Calendar display are contained in a calendar definition file that is
placed in the following OPAS directory on the server: <Your Server> \ OPAS \
USERDATA \ FORMCONFIGURATIONS \ DEFAULT \
FORMCONFIGURATION_CALENDAR.DEF. This file contains the settings for the
Year, Month and Week views, and the tool-tip or pop-ups that appear when you hover
your mouse over an activity.
This DEF file is already configured for standard use but can be edited either by OPAS
technical support (recommended) or by you. The file opens in Notepad.
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